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Strong Maine Team Scores
13-0 Win Over Conn. Aggies
As Now Conducted
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State Tour Views
Through the Campo

Beginning this Fall with cross-cultFurther changes recently made are also
try and relay and with the addition next of great interest. Beginning this Fall,
Fall of football, there will be no captain any Maine man who, while out for the
elected for these teams until after the cross-country team, starts and finishes
last competition has been engaged in by in the New Englands or the I. C. 4 A
any team. The coaches are to appoint cross-country runs will receive his letter.
acting captains in the various sports. regardless of the place in the scoring
these captains to fill the same place that that he secures. In relay racing, any
a regularly elected captain would. In man who runs for the Maine team in
(Continued on Page Four)
the case of football, the captain will be
elected after the last game is played.]
This means that the office of captain will
become purely an honorary one as no
captain will be an elected captain in any
competition.
It is claimed that this plan will not ;
lend itself so readily to abuses as the1
present system does. Those electing the
captain will be less liable to influences '
that do not relate directly to the prospective captain's playing ability. Also, the
coaches will be able to appoint as captains men whom they think will secure
the best co-operation of the teams. All
men who show any capacity for leadership will receive a chance to exercise
their talents. The Athletic Board has ;
recently adopted this plan after much ;
deliberation. The plan has been in effect on the Frosh football squad this
Fall.

Maine Runners
Beat Conn. 19-42
Three Tie for Firs

Maine Football Team
Expects Hard Battle
From N. Hampshire

99

At the meeting of the Student Senate
held Tuesday night, many important
measures were discussed. Beechler was
appointed secretary pro tern in the absence of Holdridge, the regular secretary.
The Senate went on record as being
Opposed to the Bag Scrap in its present
form. It is hoped that the Skulls will
take under advisement plans that may be
substituted for the present system.
A committee was appointed to draw
up plans for the election of freshman
class officers. Upon motion, Pres. O'Neil of the Senate appointed a committee of three to consider the matter. Gerry. Beechler. and Page are the men appointed, Gerry to serve as Chairman.
Ricker reported that the cost of the
cuts of the fraternity pins inserted in the
Frosh Bible was less than the estimated
cost of $2. Ricker stated that the M.C.
A. would, unless the houses paid the estimated cost, run into debt on the handbook. This matter was referred back
to the houses for their discussion.
The final draft of the rushing rules
promulgated last Spring by the Senate
was laid before the delegates for their
discussion. A few minor changes were
made and the revised rules are to be
taken back to the houses for approval.
The results of the Blotter-to-feed-Bananas-sale were discussed. After much
discussion, the Senate voted that the
(Continued on Page Four)

Booth, Nlank and Gunning tie for 1st.
Harry Richardson. last year's star,'
The University of Maine is out in the
in background
lead of the New England College ConOn Saturday a well-balanced Maine
ference teams and the game with the
New Hampshire eleven Saturday will cross-country team made a double victory
definitely decide the champions. Maine of it by defeating the Connecticut har••••••••••
has wins over Rhode Island and Con- riers 19-42. Three Maine men finished
necticut Aggies, while New Hampshire in a tie for 1st place: Gunning, Mank, Two of the seven games of touch
has not played any of the conference and Booth. Two Connecticut men were football played by the various fratitni4th and 5th, and then came four Maine ties Sunday afternoon were decided by
teams as yet.
New Hampshire has given the Pale men: Pendleton. Brooks, Fuller and flipping a coin after five scoreless periBlue some close competition during the Austin. Pendleton's showing was re- ods had been played. Alpha Tau Omega
last eight years. Maine won four of the markably good in view of the fact that won over Phi Kappa and the Oak Hall
it was his first varsity race. The time freshmen get the decision over Theta
tilts, lost three, and tied one.
Chi on the toss of the coin.
of
the race was 14 min., 16Y3 seconds.
The Granite State lads have played
Phi Mu Delta playing on their short
tied
Bosseason.
They
two games this
home field piled up the largest score,
ton University 12-12 and blanked Lowell
winning (iv& Beta Kappa 20 to 0. Beta
Textile 20-0. Last year Maine and New
Theta Pi took over the freshmen of
Hampshire made the same number of
Hannibal Hamlin Hall A team 12 to 0,
first downs, but the forward passing
touchdown coming as a result of intergame was Maine's bug-a-boo. Maine
cepting a pass. Sigma Nu playing Hanlost last year 20-7, but won the year benibal Hamlin Hall B team scored one
fore 7-0.
Editor of the Campus:
touchdown on their frosh opponents. Phi
Eustis in the backfield with Wood and
The University is offering for the first Eta Kappa took over Alpha Gamma Rho
Lane will be closely watched Saturday: time a scholarship cup to be awarded to 12 to 0. Phi Gamma Delta is ready to
by the visitors. Their tackles, ends and that Maine school (sending three or go into the next round of the competicenter are all veterans. Their weakness , more students in regular standing) tion, having won over Sigma Chi 6 to 0
lies in the guard positions.
; whose graduates in the Freshman Class in a well played game. Lambda Chi AlThe tackling of the Maine team has shall have the highest scholastic stand- pha and Phi Kappa Sigma, Sigma Alpha
been harder and more vicious. Captain ; jgg for the fall semester. The following Epsilon and Delta Tau Delta. and SigHorric.and Julius Pike are in this de- .chools are eligible this year: Ashland. ma Phi Sigma and Tau Epsilon Phi
partme,... Warren Blocklinger, quarter- Auburn, Bangor, Belfast, Bar Harbor, postponed their games until later this
back. and Munroe Romansky, fullback. Brewer. Brownville Jct., Brooks, Can - week.
have slight leg injuries, but they are ex- bolt Cony High, Camden, Deering, Dexpected to be in the lineup at Durham. ter. Erskine Academy. Fryeburg AcadThe latter carries the ball well and is eroy. Fort Kent, Gardiner, Hebron,
getting stronger on the offense. Al- Houlton, Higgins Classical Inst., Harthough he is only a sophomore. Coach mony, Kents Hill Seminary, Lewiston,
Brice thinks that he is one of the best Millinocket, Mexico, Oakland, Orono,
men at that position to be brought up Old Town, Oak Grove Seminary, Portfrom the freshman class in a number of land, Richmond, Rumford, Stonington,
Plans are already being made for the
years. Brice claims that Romansky will South Paris, South Portland, Sanford.
first formal festive occasion of the year,
be one of the best fullbacks in the state
This competition furnishes to certain
the Military Hop. The date will corby his senior year.
groups of Freshmen a real opportunity
The line, except the left guard posi- for team work to the credit of their respond to that of last season. December
tion, is strong. Should Sam Calderwoncl schools anti incidentally. for advance- 12th, namely, the Friday before Christfeel that his knee injury, received in the ment of individual scholarship. I shall mas vacation. Scabbard and Blade is
Yale game, is better, he may get into be very glad to give to any interested scouting around at present to obtain the
the New Hampshire game, but, as there Freshman the names of those wlit, en- best possible orchestra that can he provided and any suggestions to the orchesare other first string men, he will be tered from his school.
tra
committee, in charge of Bill Wells,
Series
which
saved for the Maine State
Yours very sincerely.
concerning a popular dance team, will be
opens the following week.
J. N. Hart, Dean duly appreciated. Scabbard and Blade
Connecticut Aggies' running guard
fraternity wishes to obtain music that
gave Maine some trouble last week, althe student body will enjoy, and wishes
though the latter won 13-0. The men
suggestions.
will be drilled on this phase of the game
Honorary pledging of the new memmore thoroughly this week and will also
bers to Scabbard and Blade will take
receive instruction on defensive ends on
place at the ball and the honorary cadet
reverse plays. The Maine blocking was
A powerful Hebron football team colonel will also be selected. Balloting
getting
were
ends
when
the
ineffective
through a loose and often ineffec- for a list of names, from which the honthe play from behind after the play had swept
Bye Froth team Saturday to win-14-0. orary sponsor will be elected, will take
depassing
Maine's
yards.
few
gone a
The visitors presented an offensive place the same as last year. During the
fense is weak. They were inclined to
was too difficult for the Freshman week of November 15th all sophomore
play the man instead of the ball. The that
team
to solve. They not only kept the and freshman military men will cast
flat
the
guards will be worked on
ball in the frosts territory most of the votes, during the drill period, for any
screened pass.
against girl in the Junior class whom they wish
The lateral and forward passes, which time, but made consistent gains
always to fulfill this office. The five girls rehave not been shown much in the past them. Hebron line plays were
presented a ceiving the highest number of votes will
gain.
They
for
some
good
shaping
receive
some
will
games,
three
that held well at times, be selected to be voted upon again by
up. Besides the left guard, the left end defensive line
to tackle hard.
those attending the hop, and the lucky
is giving Brice some trouble. Arthur but knew how
The Freshman offense functioned female will be duly initiated in cereLufkin. of Medford. and Noddy Lamb
ate on even terms here. Bagley and poorly and at times was thrown for monial form at the
Freshman restrictions will be waived
Blocklinger will alternate at quarter- losses. The weak point of their play
back. Milton Sims, of North Andover, was in the interference. Time after for all first year men wishing to attend
the dance.
(Continued on Page Three)
(Continued on Pow Pone)

Blocklinger, Romansky, and Moran Star
In Maine Backfield; Defense
Improves

Illdsidinger I sing ,topped after a vs ide end run

T
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onsorial Technique

Of Owls Displayed

The Owls swung into action Tuesday
Touch Football Games
night: result—one Freshman who prefers to stand up and whose hair is missGet Under Way. Coin- ing
in spots. The reasons given for the
Toss Wins Two Games disciplining were that he was guilty of

Scholarship Prize Cup
Offered to Freshmen
By U. of M. Authorities

Military Hop Planned.
December 12th Set
As Date of Event

Freshmen Drop Game
To Hebron Gridsters

impudence to a member of that august
body known as the Skulls, that he carried no matches, went out with girls,
and in general. comported himself in an
unseemly manner.
Four or five others were also "put on
the spot" for infractions of the rules
laid down by the Skulls. It is gathered
from reliable sources that one gullible
Frosh was advised by some of his classmates to appear before the Owls. lie
did so, although he had broken no rules.
His fate is still undecided and so are the
fates of his classmates who advised him.

Gyger To Speak Before
Maine Grads Who Are
Now Teaching in State
John T. Gyger of Falmouth is to be
the chief speaker at the annual meeting
of the University of Maine Teachers'
Alumni Association to be held in Bangor, October 23, on which date the State
Teachers' Convention will be in session.
Mr. Gyger, who is superintendent of
sdviols in North Yarmouth, Falmouth
and Cumberland, was appointed a trustee
of the University last February. He is
a graduate of Westchester (Pa.)
Teachers College anti of Columbia
University. Since the completion of his
college work he has had wide educational and business experiences. Ile is
a member of many organizations including the Portland Club, Portland
Rotary Club and active in several other
associations and educational committees.
Charles A. Robbins of Lincoln, principal of Mattanawcook Academy, is
president of the Association and in
charge of the program for the meeting.
Miss Estelle Beaupre '14, a teacher in
Bangor High School, is chairman of
the committee on local arrangements.
Maine's future competitors ran up
against some stiff opposition last Saturday. A battered Colby eleven was beaten by Tufts 7-0. Donovan, who starred
last year for Colby, was again outstanding in the Waterville team. Bowdoin,
in its tie game with Williams, showed
marked improvement over the game it
played against Mass. Aggie. Bowdoin,
to all appearances, will have a better
team than last year. Bates, until Bornstein, its diminutive back, was put into
the game, could make little headway
against Norwich.
Lowell Textile 0
N. Hampshre 20
Norwich
0
Bates
7
7
Tufts
Colby
0
7
Williams
Bowdoin
7

A steady, aggressive Maine eleven defeaterl the stubbornly fighting Connecticut Aggies 13-0 on the Orono field Saturday and thus made up for the inglorious 20-7 defeat of last year.
Coach Brice's aggregation showed
plenty of fight, an amazingly powerful
line and a fast backfield, but the play
throughout the game was less spectacular
than in the Maine-Rhode Island contest.
Forward passes were used more often,
and to good advantage.
C.onnecticut received the kick-off, and
punted to Blocklinger after two vain attempts to penetrate the stone-wall defense of Maine's line. Maine, with short
passes, line plunges, and end runs then
proceeded to march to Connecticut's 20yard line, where she lost the ball on
downs. The Aggies came back strong
on the offensive, and managed to place
the ball on Maine's In yard line before
the quarter ended.
Maine settled down in the second
quarter. and Connecticut, after gaining
hut little on an end run and two line
plunges, tried a forward pass. This
was easily knocked down, and Maine was
given the ball on her own 20-yard line.
A forward pass, Blocklinger to 1.ufkin,
anti two Connecticut penalties for offside put the ball in the center of the
field. Then Blocklinger threw a long
pass to Moran, who caught it on the 25
yard line and tore through for an additional 18 yards before he was forced
offside. Romansky made four yards
thru left guard anti then went thru center for the touchdown. ‘Vilson went in
for Sims and kicked the goal.
Connecticut came very near scoring in
the second half, when Harger broke thru
center and ran 40 yards with a clear field
ahead before he tripped himself up.
Maine started her march for the second
touchdown soon after, when a Connecticut linesman interfered with Blocklinger
in the act of punting. Maine was
(Continued on Page Four)

GIRLS' VARSITY RIFLE
TEAM TO MEET OCT. 19
The first meeting of the Girls' Varsity
Rifle Team will be held in the M.C.A.
building Monday. Oct. 19. at 2:30
o'clock. Captain Wear will speak about
plans for the coming year. It is hoped
that the girls will adopt the idea formulated by the boys' club of awarding a
prize to the individual with the five highest scores.
It will he preferable this year to limit
the membership of the club to twentyfive on ad-count of the smallness of the
range. Regular attendance and high
scores will determine eligibility.
The Maine Studio has been engaged.
subject to approval by the club, to
take a picture of the organization with
their rifles for the papers of the state.
An challenges have come in from
thirty-six colleges, the matches will have
to be shot off early. Practice is to begin on November 17, as stated by Captain Hugh A. Wear who will be the
coach this year.
Those girls elected to membership in
the Girls' Varsity Rifle Team last year
are also requested to attend the meeting
next Monday.
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NEW ENGLAND CROSSCOUNTRY MEET

Social Happenings Ati

George Berry '31, recently elected secretary of the N.E.I.C.A.A., attended a
convention of this association during the•
past week-end, held at the Hotel Lenox
-• .•lents of the Univereity of Mann..
if
year
TEA AT MT. VERNON
"ales'
,
the
iluring
Thursday*
Publtabed
PHI MU INFORMAL
aspaper Aimoriatiuti.
.
Member of Nea Fannin,' Intro,
in Boston. Discussion took place conFriday afternoon the Freshman
(lii
last
informal
Phi Mu gave its first
cerning the coming cross-country and Friday night. It was in the form of a girls in Mt. Vernon House gave a very
...... Norman A. Port.-r. 'al
Editor
track meets and new officials were elect- harvest hall. The hall was decorated in enjoyable tea to the other Freshman girls.
ed. The colleges represented at the autumn leases, and lighted by means of Dean Achsa Bean was present. also the
Managing Editor...NW:am V. II liratton,
meeting were: Colby, Bowdoin, Maine. Jack °Lanterns. A negro orchestra, matrons of the other three girls' dormiRhode Island State, Holy Cross. Con- Bernard's Bell Hops, furnished the mu- tories, Mrs. VValenta. Miss Webster anti
iiEr.tirrxr:sa EleiTtilts
received
necticut Aggies, and New Hampshire.
sic. The musicians were dressed in cos- Mrs. Sullivan. The guests were
tons Buck, 32
Mania IWolnelli
CushWinnifred
W. WhiddiMt Johnson, 's.:
president,
house
Seas (Men,
I.C.A.A.A.A.
the
Iss
to
the
fact
that
the
hie
which
overalls
tuna Lyon.,
tumes of straw hats and
society
fanny Inneherg. '-ii
Neat, ittomeni
Humor
tWlifreil 'nacho, 42
"
t*
has chosen the date of November 17th helped to bring out the atmosphere of ing and the house secretary, Sara Viner,
be
"
! Bry
sport& (Men,
ellarrY Paul. .4.2
for the National Cross-Country Meet, harvest time. A matched number and assisted by Mrs. Merrill. matron. Madethe New England Association is faced Paul Jones dance added to the gaiety. line Bunker and Genie Austin poured.
lek:PoirTERb
with the problem of either changing the The prize waltz was won by Margaret
petty gsnows. Edna edange, charlotte liostuan, Renner Woodman, Jo...saline Mutt'',
date, that the association has set as No- Lovely and Ruel Webb. Intermission
S. A. E. PARTY
RebecRandall,
Evelyn
Meat-barn,
Eleanor
tWilfoll,
MyrIlla
Berry.
Laura Groat, Virginia
Flynn,
teams
Alpha Epsilon fraternity
Horace
keep
Sigma
Works.
17th,
which
would
The
Carroll
Craig,
vember
A.
IP.
of
pumpkin
Coffin,
harvest
desserts
with
tianiptail,
(Urine
came
ca Spencer. Jean
party Saturday evening
Nationals,
or
first
!snout
the
its
Walter
competing
in
held
from
Stevens,
after
inMarjorie
pie, grapes, and cider. Dances
placing the date one week earlier, on termission were accompanied by noise- with about twelve couples present. The
lit's! N Ess DEPARTMENT
November 10th. Most of the colleges makers and confetti. Clarine Coffin, dance was chaperoned by Dean and Mrs.
George Hargreaves, '31
Manager
in New England have signified their de- Priscilla Bell, and Edna Grange were in Corbett, in place of the chaperones who
John Roberts. .31
Aps't tinplates Manager
sire to use November 10th as the date charge of the affair.
had already accepted, but who, due to
(Jordon Hayes, '32
AosA Itusto.-ss Manager
Reginald Hargreaves, %,e2
Circulation Manager
of the race, and this will probably be
sudden illness, found it impossible to atannounced as the official date, shortly.
ANNA BUCK PRESIDENT OF tend. The music was furnished by Larry Miller's orchestra.
Address all imeinees eorreanotelenee to the filminess Manager; all other eorrespoinknee to
It was proposed during the session
OUTING CLUB
the Editor-in-Chief.
Anna Buck was elected president of
that the N.E.I.C.A.A, hold a New EngEntered tut meow! HIPS 'natter at the post ottke, Orono, Maine.
Printed at the University Preas, Orono, Maine.
PAN-HELLENIC RUSHING
land Indoor Track Meet during the relay the Outing Club at a meeting held
bubarription: #1.00 a 'tear
RULES
season, to take place either on a board Wednesday evening. Leif Sorenson was
The Pan-Hellenic council. for the purtrack in Boston or in one cif the various chosen vice-president.
Every year it seems to be necessary to bring to the attention of some college cages on a dirt track. Nothing
i-s.e of explaining the existing rushing
members of the faculty that the period ends when the bell rings. All definite has been decided but a report EVELYN GLEASON HEAD OF rules for women, has issued the three
following statements.
BALENTINE
students, at one time or another. meet professors who keep on talking concerning this will be made after the
dinner
l
1. There shall be no freshmen invited
meeting
after
At
a
house
is
This
cross-country
season
liver
with.
great
may
cause
period.
This
close
of
the
four or five minutes after the
to
a party at which men are present.
Gleason
was
I
evening
Evelyn
Wednesday
entirely
upon
the
reports
will
be
decided
inconvenience to students who have to rush from one building to another
2. Everything between freshmen and
received from coaches and athletic direc- elected as secretary of Balentine to fill
between periods. Sometimes it will be found that the professors who tors.
the vacancy caused by the resignation of upperclass girls shall be dutch-each
bearing her own expense.
detain their classes beyond the close of the period arrive late themselves. E. J. Thebirge of Colby who func- Marnie Smith,
3. Upperclass girls shall not invite
We feel that instructors should make an effort to begin on time and tioned as president of the association last
ireshmen to meals nor to remains overPICNIC FOR FROSH AND
should plan their lectures so that they can cover all their material in the year was elected as graduate secretarynight.
SOPH CO-EDS
allotted time, rather than try to cram an extra ten minutes' discussion treasurer to take up the duties of the late
These explanations are to make the
There is to be a freshman and sophoColonel
Briggs.
President
Flint
of
Bowattention
students
pay
much
classes.
Very
few
into the period between
d
and graduate-sect. Thebirge were more picnic for girls Saturday morning, rules comprehensible to everyone, so that
to the instructor after the bell has rung. It seems hardly fair to hold chosen to represent the N.E.I.C.A.A. at October 18. The picnickers leave Balen- there shall be no cause for violation.
them responsible for facts given out after the class has ended, when the annual A. A. U. and Olympic con- tine Hall at 6 A.M. This picnic is only
A. 0. PI TEA
they should be on their way to another class.
ventions held at Washington during the for freshmen and sophomores. An inviAlpha Omicron Pi sorority will
A little consideration on the part of those professors addicted to month of November. Power was also tation is extended to all and those attend- The
delegated to the president to appoint a ing please bring twenty-five cents and Iliad a tea in the Balentine Sun Parlor
the practice will go a long way towards removing this difficulty.
Friday in honor of its patronesses. Mrs.
onge011ee to bring the constitution of a cup.
Sawyer. Mrs. Rice, and Mrs. Ibbottson,
the !lf.F.I.C.A.A. up to date, the same
The action of the Athletic Board in adopting the new rules for the not having been revised since 1927.
A hot dog roast, given for the Fresh- Margaret Fellows is in charge of the
man men by the M.C.A., was held Tues- tea anti Sylvia Hickson will pour.
election of captains for the teams of the University is to be commended.
•
day evening at the standpipe. The comIn recent years there have been unsatisfactory situations arise because
MATH CLUB TO MEET
Caswell,
charge
was
William
mittee
in
BETA
PI
THETA
MEETS
of the unsuitability or possible injury of the elected captain. With a There will be a meeting of the Math
Beta Pi Theta. French honorary sochairman, Paul Langlais, and Leonard
captain appointed for each game, the injury of the captain is not so Club. Thursday, Oct. 23. All mathe- Hunt.
ciety, held a meeting in 300 AS Monday
serious as regards possible weakening of the morale of the team. The matics majors are urged to come and
afternoon at 4:15. It was decided that
freshmen or upperclassmen interested in
no girl would be eligible for membercoaches will have a chance to gauge the fitness of a man to occupy the mathematics are invited to attend. The
RECITAL IN CHAPEL
Mr. Stanley Cayting and Miss Anna ship until the spring semester of her
berth of captain. It has been a recognized fact that in some cases that meeting will be called by President Al
Northern Conser- sophomore year. All who are interested
arose in past years the captains were elected, not on a merit basis, but Perkins and there will be an entertaining Strickland front the
vatory ut Music at Bangor gave a con- should take an active interest in Le
program.
be
pooling
of
This
alone
would
and
votes.
manipulating
through the
cert in chapel Monday morning. Mr. Cercle Francais.
i.ufficient jui.titication for recasting the entire system of electing capCarting, the violinist, is the director of
DEUTSCHER VEREIN MEETS
tains. When the other reasons are taken into consideration, there can
the Conservatory, and Miss Strickland.! Sigma Nu fraternity entertained at a
Der Deutscher Verein held its first
the soprano, and Miss Hayford. the victrida party last Saturday evening.
be little doubt that the new system is a definite step forward.
meeting this year on ‘Vednesday night
piano accompanist, are members of the Refreshments were served to ten couat Arts and Sciences Building. Mr. Mer'pies. Mr. Cabrera chaperoned.
faculty.
On the front page we print a letter from Dean Ilart setting forth rill of the German Department gave a
the terms of a new competition for freshmen. This competition, carried brief description of his experiences as a
The University Chorus will hold its
CHURCH NOTICE
out, will have two beneficial effects: the marks of the individual students student in Germany. Refreshments were
served.
last rehearsal on campus. on Thursday,

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

will be better and the institutions from which the competing freshmen
came will be brought before the public. In a period of many kinds of
competition-tree-sitting, hoop-rolling and what not-it seems to us that
this is a form of endeavor that should be welcinned as offering a chance
for attaining a worth-while goal.
We heartily endorse the idea and hope that eligible freshmen will
keep this competition in mind throughout the semester.

Book Review

STUDENT SENATE RUSHING
RULES

BOOK REVIEW
s ONSTITUTION
Aatit ts. 1
"Bitter Waters" by Heinrich Hauser.
Section I. The Inter-fratermta CounTranslated hy Patrick Kirwan with a
i cii shall be a ciimmittee of the Student
preface by Liam ()'Flaherty.
Senate. Membership shall consist of the
"Flitter Waters- is one of the most
fraternity representatiyes in the Student
discussed lasiks at the present time its Senate.
Germany. It is quite in keeping with
Section 2. This (-tamed shall have full
the usual run
German novels in that , powers to regulate all inter-fraternity
it deals in stark realism. The subject Imatters which are not regulated by the
matter of "Bitter Waters" admits of University.
Section
three-iiitarths %tote of all
much very realistic realism as it is the
members ..t tin' Conference shall be nectale or Able Seaman Glen. a sailor oil all
essary to ius ten the adtiption of any
'Cyan liner.
rules regarding rushing or pledging of
Ile has strange thoughts and reaction.., Men hy the fraternities.
mans' of which the author tells us in
Section 4. This council shall consider
detail. The story opens with Glen all cases of infraction of its rules and
awaking in the night with the feeling recommend action to be taken ta the
that he is being stifled. To escape that, administration of the Uniyersity.
he goes ashore and sees the sailors' night
Antrum II, RI sill"... A•10 Pi
life in Tampico. The first several chapStetioll I. The term rushing as used
ters are a gond rennet tin social. sanitary,
by this council shall constitute the talkand business conditions along the watering oyer of fraternity life with a fra(runt of the Mexican city-. Here in a
ternity prospect with the ultimate view
brothel he finds Chiquita. a half-breed.
in mind of asking the prospect to j
whom he takes to Germany.
a fraternity.
Ott the way across, she attempts stn
Section 2. The term pledging, as used
cide by jumping overboard, but is res• in this Conference, shall
mean the accued and with Able Seaman (den fin- cepting of a pledge pin by a
prospect with
ally arrives at the little barren island the consitleratilin of
that prospect havwhere they make their home in a (Nap ing eiten a pledge to the
Fraternits.
idated dwelling for the next year. The
Section 3 Prior to the registration
story of their endeavors to make the of a student in the
Uniyersity of Maine,
shack habitable and their simple life here nit fraternity at said college
shall extend
is the best part of the book.
a bid to that student.
When the money is exhausted, (den is
Section 4. There shall he
rushing
forced to go to sea again. In the city., of freshmen during "Freshman Week."
he and Chiquita plan a party for the
Section 5. Freshmen may be pledged
t‘ening before he leaves. They y isit the in 1931 beginning February 17 at five
dance halls frequented by the sailors and, P.M.
lbt story ends. One assumes that ChiSection 6. Freshmen shall not live in
quita took up the same sort of life she fraternity h.mses during their freshman
had led in Tampico. There is a hint year.
that Glen is unhappy. but he goes on. Section 7. Special students. 2 year
a deck-hand on the "Empress of Ire- students and transfers from other colleges not rated as freshmen by the ad-

Methodist Episcopal

GENERAL LECTURE
The lecture of this week was given by
Dr. Levinson of the department of philosophy. He spoke tin the subject of
Aristotle-The Supremacy of Reason
and the Organization of Science. In his
lecture Dr. Levinson emphasized the rationality of Aristotle. He stated that
there are four types of division of human beings as: (I) Those who appeal
ti, tradition and authority. (2) Those
who appeal to inspiration, (3) Those
who appeal to common sense, and (4)
Those who appeal to reason or experience. Ile delineated each of these divisions including the placement of Aristotle arnitng them,

ministration may he pledged after they
have been nwmbers of the University
fiir one semester, beginning February 17.
1931.
Section 8. 'The Inter- fraternity Conference is opposed to faculty participation in fraternity rushing and pledging.
Alumnae participation in pledging is
prohibited.
Sectimi ,5 A man breaking a pledge
must wait a year friim the time of breaking of the pledge before a new pledge
Inas be made.
Srt-tion 10. In case any fraternity has
a pledge dropped or revoked it shall
within 24 hours mitifs the Secretary of
the Senate, who shall inform each fraternity president within forty-eight
hours.
Aericia. IV. NI MA:ILA!:IOU
Section 1. Any delegate must bring
in writing to the president of the council any alleged breach of this constitution
and by-laws when such breach is within
his knowledge. The president shall bring
the question before the Conference for
its consideration.
Section 2. By-laws may he set aside
or repealed by a three-fourths vote of
the members of the Conference.
Section 3. Three-fourths of the members of the Conference shall constitute
a quorum, and a quorum must be present before any meeting may be called to

order.
Section 4. Changes and additions to
this constitution may be made by a threefourths vote of all members. Such
changes and additions must lay on the
table till the following meeting.

October 16. The final, complete rehearsal will be held at the Bangor AuditoriCaptain James Laughton. fin- years um on Tuesday. October 21. the eveiting
Captain iii a Missiiin ship which plied liefore the concert.
the waters about the Islands of Japan.
The registered members of the Chorus
now Secretary of the Maine Council iif are : Lawrence ..ladkins. Kenneth Ames.
Religious Education, will speak at a pub- aline Archambault. Francis Battles. Jane
!tarry. Helen Beasley. Louise Beaulieu,
lic service at the Methodist Church SunAllen Bratton, Florence Briggs, Hope
day at 7:30 P.M. lie takes for his. Clark. Henry Conklin. Methyl
Coy,
theme "On the Highway of Religion."' Vinttifrt'ul Cushing. Francelia Dean.
Captain Laughton was the choice of the Edith Iktans, Gertrude Doris Rosalie EaBangor churches for their week of spec- ton, Phyllis Foss, Orissa Frost, Russell
liamage. Melba Gifford, Doris Gross.
ial services at the Bangor Opera House;
Carlton Hayes. Jeanne Lepine, Marion
last F.aster time. This service is a part Lewis,
Eloise I.ull, Elizabeth Livingof the Student Forum Program, taw, stone, Elizabeth Lynch, William
MacSunday evening each month being for Kenzie. Mary Mclaion. Mildred Merrifield, Violet Peterson, Mildred Roberts.
the general public.
Roise Snider, Mary Sprotal, Reta Stone,
"An Adventure in Understanding" is
alyee Swett, Galen Veayo, Sarah Viner,
the serwmin subject fin- the 10:30 mornwin-ship. Mr. Bedew preachine
Harold Inman will play "Elegy in
Nlintir" by Kramer. The choir when,
is "Come Unto Me- by Rockwell.
The Epworth League meets at 5 :43.
Student Forum and League lanicheoil
and Fellowship !hair at o:30 at
NVesley House.

r-

Faculty News
Professor George E. Sinumins, representing the Agronomy and Agricultural
Engineering Department, is attendis.:
v

this week in Rochester, N. Y. the mee:ings of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers. He will present to
the meetings a paper on - Machinery used
in the Production of Potatoes."
Dr. Nathan Israeli has just published an article in The Journal of Ai,.
normal and Social Psychology with date
July-September, 1930, on Some Aspects
of the Social Psychology of Futurism.
In recent years Dr. Israeli has published
a large number of articles in his chosen
field.
A. C. Lyon and a party of civil engineers will make a field trip to Enfield,
October 15.

H. Walter Leavitt attended a meeting
of the New- England and New York
State Testing Engineers at Boston Dc.
tuber. 14,
Friends 1,i Mr. and Mrs. Earl N.
Dunham are happy with them over the
birth of a son, Oct. 13.
The members of the Physics Department are meeting the first hour on Tuesday of each week for the study of Tilt
Propagation of Electric Currents along
Wires and Cables. Any students or
faculty members interested in this study
are invited to meet with them in Room
204, Aubert.
An important book in the field of
English I.iterature has just been published by Thomas Nelson & Sons. The
authors are Dr. Albert Morton Turner
and Dr. Percie Hopkins Turner. It
contains specimens of early prose fiction
front Mallory to Mrs. Behn. It is intended especially to be used in courses
in the English novel to illustrate' the
rise of this form of literature.
Dr. Albert Morton Turner is Associate Professor of English at this University.

Gloria Wadleigh, William Walker, Ruth
Vining, Shirley Young, Minnie Zeittman.
The unregistered members are: Rachel
Adams. Darrell Brown. Beryl Bryant.
Estelle Burrill, Neil Calderwood, Lois
Crane. Evelyn Fox, Norman Gray, Wendall Iladlock. Ruth Hamm-, Louise Hill.
Cana McRae, Dorothy Maynham. Martin Offingets Darrel Packard, Horace
Porter. l'harbate Quimby. Elizabeth
kiiberts. Ann Rosenstein, Ermo Scott.
Richard Snare. Lucia Umphrey, Janet
Winton, Bernice VVoodman.
alie first meeting of the Maine Branch
of the Dickens Fellnwship was held at
the home of Dean Stevens on Tuesdaj
evening at 7:30. At that time Mr. 0.
L. Hall of the Bangor Commercial read
a paper
"Dickens as a Newspaper
Man."

U. of M. Bowling Tournament
Start.

ally 3 students s•ii: rnei
in night a week.
Each man pays for his own 3 strings-38e. [shads of fun and healthy
exercise. Register at the Strand Alleys.
Silver loving cup goes to the winning team.
•

-Recognizing ()ur Ideals" will be tS.
subject iif the sermon by Mr. Howard

THE BEST OF FOODS
and

DANCING

Fellowship Church

whenever you wish at no extra
cost.

Continuing the aeries of sermons up,?
The Religion of Adventure. Dr. Charles
N. Sharpe will speak upon "The Fear
of Going Hungry." Among the ques
tions which Dr. Sharpe will discuss an
the following: Is Prosperity- America'•
first and most fundamental problem'
Diva Economics come before Ethics
Smiet Russia 011 a new trail toward th'
land of Heart's Desire? This sertict
will begin at 10:30.

This is- the happy combination
that our

Atlantic Night Garden
offers You.

Drop in after the theatre, afternoon

Or

evening.

You are welcome to dine and dance any hour of the
flay.

Merrill Hall is expected to he cou •
pleted by November 1 This new build
ing will contain Home Economics clas•
rooms, laboratories. and offices for at
Extension Department.

A Night Club Atmosphere
Always a Good Time.
er Atlantic ( tett ma
•
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Attractive Booths

Davis Spied at the morning service'
which comes at 10:30. Special musical
selections will he given by Mr. Albert
Lane. Organist, and Mrs. Helen Park.
Siiloist.

Maine Night

students and a;
Maine, the eve
football game
day. October

(Conlin's,
Rufus G. Jasper, a member of the civil
engineering staff last spring, visited
friends at the University October 13,

ing

Universalist Church
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
MAINE NIGHT PLANS
UNDERWAY

as just pubournal of .11,logy with date
Some Aspectof Futurism.
i has published
; in his chosen

Maine Night. the annual celebration of
.mdents and alumni of the University of
Maine. the evening before the last home
j,,,itball game will be held this year Fri'
October 31.
l'resident Harold S. Boardman of the
University has appointed a committee in
charge of arrangements. Professor L.
S. Corbett, Dean of men is chairman.
The other members are E. H. Kelley '90
the treasury department; Prof. Harry
Watson '20, Associate Professor of
Mechanical Engineering at the Univer.ity; Theodore S. Curtis '23, recently appointed faculty manager of athletics;
Charles E. Crossland '17, Alumni secretary; Erma Barton '31. president of the
All-Maine Women; Donald Marshall,
president of the Athletic Association;
and Linwood Cheney. president of the
Senior Skulls.
‘Vith the passing of the big old-time
athletic rallies which were held frequently. Maine Night has come to occupy a
more important place in the traditions of
the University.

• of civil engirip to Enfield.

There is one automobile in the United
States for every four and a half persons.
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(Continued from Page One)
Freshmen Drop Game to Hebron
Gridsters

I

SCREEN

Read 'Ens
I And Weep

Black-haired, blade-eyed, handsome
Charles Rogers and red-haired, blueejed Nancy Carroll, the losers of "Abie's
Irish Rose," of "Close Harmony," make
a "peach of a pair" in Paramount's allTechnicolor moving picture production of
the famous Schwab and Mandel stage
hit. "Follow Thru."
"Folkm Thru," which will open Monday at the Strand Theatre, for two day-.
is a love story with a golf club setting
and a world of comedy. Laurence
Schwab, himself, went to Hollywood to
direct it in conjunction with Lloyd Corrigan, taking with him everything he
needed from the original two-year Broadway hit. including Zelma O'Neal and
Jack Haley, its lively, convulsing comic
leads. Also he brought with him the
catchy song hits, including "Button Up
Your Overcoat." and Paramount song
writers supplied him with a few new
ones.
"Follow Thru" is a pert and peppy
outdoor story. Nancy Carroll, with ambitions to win a championship crown on
the links, diverts her attention from golf
to the handsome club professional,
Charles Rogers. and gives her rival,
Thelma Todd, a chance to hole out first.
Successful on the fairways, Thelma tries
her talent at love-making, but Nancy refuses to give her any advantage there.
Rogers has an eye for golf champions,
so that Nancy, to win a husband, has
first to win the golf crown.

What, don't you pet?
No.
For Pete's sake.
No, my own.

ers arc: Rachel
Beryl Bryant.
Merwood. Lois
Ian Gray. Wenn-. Louise Hill.
laynham. Marckard, Horace
thy. Elizabeth
EMI° Scott.
mphrey, Janet
an.

Maine Branch
ip was held at
its on Tuesda
time Mr. t).
ommercial read
• a Newspaper

!nt

:lit a neck.
n(I health,

ORONO MAINE

An anti-tobacco leaflet says a cannibal
will not eat the meat of a maii who has
used tobacco. What of it? Who is going to go without tobacco just to pamper
Macon Telegraph
a cannibal.

C Cafeteria

•101111•1•1010°

GOLDSMITH'S
SHOES
FOR EVERY

Thurs. and Fri., Oct. 16-17
"HO LI DAY"
with Ann Harding and all star
cast. One of the outstanding pie
tures of this year.

MODERN GAS SERVICE

Snap Shots Finished

W. A. Mosher

GOLDSMITH'S

The Maine Studio

Bernard And His Bell Hops Superior Dance Band

Malcolm W. "Mal" MacCormick

Freese'sii
Men's Shops

Cough Syrup

determined march up the field. Blieler
for these colds
ran the ends well for Hebron. making
several large gains. A grounded pass
into the Maine goal territory on a fourth
don n brought the ball out twenty yards.
The Frosh promptly kicked, but the kick
was hurried and was short. Again the
fight started to keep the Ilebron team •
from crossing the Frosh line. At the
end of the quarter ()'Conner broke away
Interviews with famous men around the campus—#2
on a long end run and crossed the goal
Robert Zottoli
line. The same play had been run just
beIi re ()'Cot,nvr made the ti uchdown.
Head (if that Great Expre, 'ers ice and founder of the
hut the hall had been brought back for
Freshman campus tours, says
Hebron had been offside. The point
"If you wish to attain success and be popular, try those
was kicked. From this point on to the
toasted cheese sandwiches at
ctal of the game the Frosh fought hard
put the hall over. The quarter ended
MI the hall in midfield in Maine's pmThey are real good."
-ession.
In the last quarter the frosh completed
a number of fornards. It looked for
awhile as if they might make a touch]own. The I lehnin team did not seem
1,. try to gain. but Isere content to keep
the advantage they already had. The
play in this quarter WAS more even, and
the hall as kept at about midfield most
The uniform quality of excellent dry cleaning work feaof the time. Frequent substitutions were
tured by us is known to all particular people and they depend
made by Coach Jones of the Frosh itt
on us to serve them exclusively.
the line. The quarter ended with the
Frosh trying their best to make a score.
We are always glad to give honest, sound advice regarding
The defensive work of Parsons and
any cleaning, pressing or repairing problem that may be troubolman in the backfield kept the score
ling you.
from being larger than it was. Hill
and Davis in the line played well, opentog holes and breaking through on the
defense. Davis acted as captain of the
BA NGolt, MAINZ
Frosh for the game.

Everyone Is Welcome
Kum in and look around

University Pharmacy

•s

"Promises fill no sack"— i
it is TASTE and not word 4'
you enjoy in a smoke (

The Maine Bear

Bill Riley

ur of the

Hyman W. Emple. Marion Ewan,
Madeline H. Field. Fanny Finebeirg,
Margaret E. Fowles, Muriel Freeman,
James A. Frisbie. Frances M. Fuger,
Eunice P. Gales, Evelyn M. Gleason,
Robert D. Goode, FAIna L Grange,
\'alter I. Green, Laura K. Gross, Hazel L. Hammond, George M. Hargreases, Laurence A. Hawkins, Sylvia
L. Hickson, Sidney S. lions, Inez L.
Howe. Walter R. Leach, Harland F.
Leathers, Robert V. Lorimer.
Sophia E. Marks, Angela Miniutti.
Goldie Modes, Marjorie H. Mooers,
Esther Moore, Richard T. )4unce, Irene
G. Otto, Alfred W. Perkins, Grace A.
Quarrington, Cyrus L. Ricker, Harriet
E. Roberts, Mildred E. Roberts, Paul
C. Robinson, Abigail L. Sargent, Joseph
Schultz, Norman L. Schultz, Ermo H.
Scott, Geraldine E. Shean, Ivan C. Sherman, Pauline Siegal, Parker H. Spear,
Rebecca T. Spencer. Sherman L. Stan-

Sat.. Oct. 18
OCCASION
My dear sir, that coat fits you like a
"THE SILENT ENEMY"
time large gains could have been made
glove.
A Paramount sound picture that
if the backfield had given the proper
So I have noticed. The sleeves nearly
every person will want to seeinterference. The defensive play was
cover my hands.
absolutely different.
very poor. The linesmen could break
through the Hebron line but did not
Mon. and Tues., Oct. 20-21
They say:
seem to be able to hold on to a ball
"FOLLOW THRU"
autonvohile
When
the
stops
an
by
carrier after they had tackled him.
with Buddy Rogers and Nancj
roadside in the day time, there is really
Passes thrown by the Frosh were
Carroll. Entirely in technicolor.
DEBATERS MEET
usually good for some gain. The trouble
something wrong with the car, or its
Wed.. Oct. 22
lay in the fact that at very few times
At the meeting (if the debating society occupants. When it stops at night, it's
l'aul Whiteman and his band iii
were they in a position to throw passes. on last Monday,
occupants.
only
the
Miss Fineberg reported
"KING OF JAZZ"
Florsheims
The Frosh did have a fairly good de- on her findings
10.00
of the summer. Miss
All the adjectives in the dictiomit
fense against the few passes that He- Fineberg,
Florsheim
Water-Proof
just
the
has
had
Benny
Mother:
secretary for the women's dihave been exhausted by the critic,
bron threw, but the "big green" did not vision and Mr. Parker
Heavy Zug Grain
Spear for the worst thing happen to him.
in reviewing this masterful pro
find it necessary to throw passes as they men have
Leather
12.50
Father: Why? What do you mean?
begun working out a schedule
duction in technicolor.
gained consistently on line and end plays. for the coming
Heavy
16.50
Lotus
year. A very important
Mother: At the athletic meet, he had
Light Lotus
12.00
Hebron kicked off to Maine. The ball meeting will be held next Monday, Oct. the misfortune to break one of the best
Thurs., Oct. 23
SELZ SIX
6.00
was run back to the Frosh thirty-yard 20, at 4.15 when all those interested in records in the college.
Victor McLaglen and all star ca-1
Bass Water Proof Zug
9.00
line and Maine kicked on her fourth debating, including freshmen, are asked
in
Formal
Selz
Oxfords
7.75
School
Supplies
down after making no gain. Hebron to report to discuss the petitioning of a
"ON THE LEVEL"
Measurement of noted brains at CorFRIENDLY FIVE
5.00
Price Books, Memo Books, Founthen started in to work the ball down national fraternity, a project of vital in- nell University has demonstrated that
strong in drama and stronger in
Steel
Arch
Shoes
4.00
Architect's
Pens,
tain
Supplies
the field, but lost the ball on downs terest to all debaters.
comedy—plenty of wit.
mentally
men.
equal
to
women are
Girls' M Shoe
5.00
Ererythino for the t)fli, e
after tieing in a scoring position. Near
The Strand is your theatre—come
Girls' Sport Moc Shoe 4.50
the end of the first quarter. Hebron,
CENTRAL OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
often—nothing but the best in eti
Moccasins at All Prices
taking the ball over in the middle of •
18 Central Street
▪ tertainment.
Tel. 226
the field, worked it down to the Frosh
•
A Complete Line of House
Now Your House Can Have
Bangor
thirty yard line. A long end run by
Slippers
Trafton put the hall over. The point
For Men and Women
HAVE YOUR
was kicked with little trouble.
•
•
at
advantage
Take
special
of
the
At the beginning of the second quarter
All Prices
LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICES
Davis of the Frosh recovered a Hebron
fumble on the Hebron forty-five yard
line. A long forward from Favor to •
Orono
16-20 Main Street
Walton and a second pass from Favor
%hi]
()row
Next
to
Post Office
to Searles put the Frosh in an excellent
Orono, Maine
scoring position. However, the Hebron
Tel. 180-3
ALL COLORED M ICIA NS
team tightened its defense and Maine
Music furnished for all occasions
lost the ball on downs. Hebron then
•
The place to buy all the latest
kicked well up the field. The rest of the
S. BERNARD. M A N AGFA
hits and College Tunes
period was spent in trying to keep the
Bangor. Me.
42 Lane Street
Hebron machine from advancing too far
on
into the Frosh territory by the Frosh.
Liss of 1'132
Electrically Recorded
The half ended with the (;reen team being in a position to score again.
Is the University Representative of
PERFECT
Maine kicked to Hebron to open the
RECORDS
second half. Hebron then started a

Quality Cleansing

'rnoon or

ley, Laurice M. Stesens. (lades W. In Africa there are about 600 IanStipelc John W. Sturgis. Kenneth P. guages.
Twombly, Arthur C. Warren, Mary E.
Fall 1930
The first book from the Hunter ColWe. tr, Florence E. Williams, Evelyn
Effective from Sept. 17 to November 12
Ittge Press, just established is a latin
L. Winslow.
COLLAGE OF AG1UCULTURE
text book for adults.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Theodore R. Bickmore, Linwood J.
Lydia E. Wear
Every person in the United States is
Bowen, Harold E. Bryant, Charlotte E.
CoLLIEGE OF TECH NOLoGE
on
the average $2.32 poorer than he was
Cleaves, Paul J. Findlem Norman L
Carlton N. Babsear ago.
French. Waldo E. Harwood, Merle T. W. Bruce Ashworth,
badge. Olaf A. Bangs. Elliott R. Barker.
Hilburn, Elmer C. Hodson, Mabel C.
Jr., Earl A. Brooks, Ralph C. Brooks,
Lancaster. Kenneth E. Lapworth. WinCharles D. Brown. John M. Chandler, Monroe. Paul E. Nason, Richard T.
throp C. Libby, Smith C. McIntire.
Donald I. Coggins, John B. Cotter, Tho- Page. Harland 0. Poland, Donald E.
Paul Morton, Ralph A. Orcutt, Stanley
mas J. Desmond, Gerald C. Duplissa. Pressey, Henry W. Raye, Sebastian L.
R. Painter. Elizabeth I.. Ricker, Melzor
Paul M. Elliott, Philip L. Evans, George Scheffer, Joseph P. Seltzer, Joseph P.
S. Smith, Dorothy N. Somers, Charles
0. F
Donald E. Frazier, John P. Seville. Albert J. Smith. George A.
I.. Stewart, Hlizabeth Tryon. Kenneth
Gonzals, Edwin C. Guptill, Edwin G. Smith. Richard J. Snare, Lincoln D.
E. Varney. Clifton N. Walker.
Haggett, Jr., Edward F. Hanson, Clay- Spencer, Carroll N. Works, Paul A.
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
ton H. Hardison, William E. Harmon. R. Swain, Paul L. Taplin, Oscar T.
Clark I.. Abbott. Melvin W. Adams, Gordon S. Hayes, Donald B. Henderson,
Thoinpson, John T. Wilson, Elwood C.
Thomas H. Baldwin, David E. Barker, Albert H. Howes, Raymond A. Hunter.
‘Vinslow. Carroll N. Works, Paul A.
Dorothy W. Blair, Philip J. Brockway,
Harold I. Johnson Merrill E. Kilby, Young.
Albert A. Brown. Polly F. Brown, LuHollis L. Leland, Herbert W. Lewis.
thera H. Burton. Frances A. Busse,
Malcolm G. Long, Lyndon 0. Mayers.
Josephine A. Carbone, Marion A. CarWheeler G. Merriam, William F. Milliter, Mary R. Carter, Victor H. Coffin,
ken, Jr., John H. Mow-at, Ralph G.
Pauline A. Cohen, Rosamond Cole, Eunice E. Copeland, John L. Cutler,
Charles F. Daniels. Margaret L. Davis,
Marion L. Davis. Meritta L Dunn,
•
(id out and hang up
Louise D. Durgan,

Den's List

STRAND THEATRE

•

Walker, Ruth
Minnie Ain-

3

McKinnery was the most versatile
man on the Hebron team, playing well
both on the offense and the defense.
The game was marked by the poor
tackling of the Freshmen and the poor
interference they gave to their ball carriers. When these two things have been
improved upon they will be able to show
an excellent brand of football.

•

•

rniiandèler
better
taste

()ILEA;E CI.EA NERS AND DVEJIS
On the campus every night to call for and deliser work

Perfect Satisfaction
Disappointme
nts—No Delays
No

ONE will always stand out!
1930, L/00L77 & Wvns Tanen Cs.

'THE MAINE CAMPUS

4

Treasurer's office to he open from 8:30
Strong Maine Team Scores 13-0
to 12:00. 12:45 to 4:10. Mr. Pierce of
Win over Conn. Aggies
vialhis
expressed
office
the Treasurer's
ingness to co-operate in all way s pos- awarded distance on the punt. Two forblotter, should be sold for what they
sible and offered to keep his office open wards. Blocklinger to Moran and Blockwould bring. It was argued that mans.
for a longer period than last year. to linger to Lamb, paved the way for the
who would he unwilling to give a quar- better suit the convenience of the stusecond score. Romansky Was given the
ter would be willing perhaps to give ten dents of the University. The time menball .in the 11-yard line, and went across
tioned above as the time decided upon.
or fifteen cents.
the counter in a single try. Sims
for
tickets
their
exchange
The next important nveasure taken up Students must
to kick the goal.
failed
rather than one exchange
was that of the distributing of tickets for each game,
last quarter saw Connecticut unexThe
may
Seniors
games.
for the State Series games to begin for the two
tickets. for seat corking a desperate rally with forward
blanket
their
change
retain
to
decided
shortly. The Senate
after the New Hamp- • and lateral passes, but without gaining
the system in force last year. The essen- tickets on Monday
on Tuesday, Sopho- much ground. The game ended with the
Juniors
game,
shire
stuEach
are:
plan
the
of
features
tial
Freshmen
' ball near the center of the field.
Wednesday.
m.,re•
dent to have the privilege of buying a
remaining, on Friday
Romansky and Moran were Maine'•
ticket for a seat beside the one that he Thursday. and any
may two outstanding stars, together accountupperclassman
Any
Saturday.
and
have
to
classes
or she is to occupy. the
any day after the ing for the greatest part of Maine's
choice of seats in order of priority, the exchange his ticket on
yardage. Blocklinger threw passes with
bullet-like precisi.at. and Sims proved to
be a steady grouial-gamer. Davis, Horne,
and Fickett %sem g, al in the line, and

)•14,,
Student Senate Is Against
"Bag Scrap" as now Conducted
f Co.flaked from Pug»

EVERY BANKING SERVICE

\t any office of this hank you will find complete
facilities for handling your

Check Accounts, Savings Accounts,
Safe Deposits, Investments,
Trusts
.111 ".111 .'1.11w'

MERRILL TRUST COMPANY
BANGOR, MAINE
Branches at
Dover-Fogcroft
Jonesport
Machias

Belfast
Bucksport
Dexter

Milo
Old Town
Orono

Total Resourrei Ot er $20.000,000.00

Men's Pants and Topcoats
Ladies Coats and Dresses

Cleaned and Pressed
We have the largest establishment in this section of the State, equipped with
the moat modern machinery, and employ skilful and experienced help.
We call and deliver Prompt service.
Our motto is

Quality—Service—Satisfaction

Bangor. Boston and New York Dye House

/Continua /row Page ow)

the cause ot many a time out.
Smith. Lamb. and Lewis showed steady
improvement as ends, smearing many
Connecticut plays before they were well
were

Questions Asked California
Alumni

and A
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Here's Your Carton
of JOLLY TIME

POP CORN

Telephone 436W

Just

ATHLETE'S
FOOT"

of Maine

hr less.

genuine Jolly Time Pop Corn. It's
always crisp—fresh—tender—and
seasoned just rignt. Good? Say!

Half of you men
in college have

DR. DUGGAN TO SPEAK
OVER RADIO

r stephen P. Duggan. Direcknown
the Institute of International Edtor
I. What state was formerly
underway. The entire team seems to be as Desert?
ucation, will deliver a series of twelve
so jar ahead of last year's eleven, at this
2. What is the oldest university is lectures over the Columbia System on
stage of the game, that there can be no North America?
t,,pic "Our Changing
the general
c..mparison.
3. When did the Holy Roman Empire World." These lectures will be given on
out of existence?
this
Thursdays. starting
successive
1 he long pass from Blocklinger to
4. What famous American revolub:00 P.M.. Eastern Time.
at
Thursday,
Moran down the middle caused many a I
tionary- leader later served in the Rusgasp from spectators when Jack took I
The lectures will take up the important
sian navy
the pass out of a Oamecticut man's
of the world and their internal
nations
Abraof
plains
the
are
For what
hauls. The 25 yard pass and the 15i 5.
Ott this Thursday, Dr. Dugcondition.
famous?
ham
yard run paved the way for the second I
I.. What famous geographer gave his gan will discuss "France and the Mainii.uchdoa n.
tenance of the Bourgeois State." Oct.
Romansky cleverly- iaked a reverse to name t., t w. mtinents?
Buddha
did
when
Approximately
7.
a
elude
to
sims and spun thru center
23. "Germany, the conflict of political
secondary for eleven yards for the sec- live?
and Social Ideas"; Oct. 30. "Italy: The
ond touchdown. Mun spins fast and is
it. Who said. "They shall not crucify Facist Conception of Society"; Nov. 6,
hard to hold once he gets going.
lal.-ron this cross of guild"?
"Russia, The Reversal of Social Values."
Maine stuck to conservative football
o. Who were the Boxers?
The additional lectures will be announced
and did not display the forward or late10. Who were the Shoguns?
a later date.
at
ral pass much.
11. Who is knovvn as the father of
fullback, was so
.
Connecticut
!larger,
regular day for his class. (hie person
history:
(Continued from Page One)
surprised to find himself in clear front
can exchange ii.. more than six tickets
12. %hat was the Jacquerie?
New Plan for Electing Captains of
yards he stumbled
after
that
35
running
at once. This provision was made in
Maine Teams Passed
13. What was the Hundred Days?
and lay there thinking he was tackled,
order that there should not be too great
while the nearest Maine man was fully
Charge of
the
did
war
what
In
14.
congestion at the ticket office.
one-half or more of the relay races in
eight yards in hack of him.
the Light Brigade take place?
N a solution of the problem that has
which the team engages will receive his
the
when
iiverjoyed
was
Connecticut
15. What are the ABC powers?
existed for past years at formal dances
letter, regardless of the outcome of the
in Alutnni regarding the allocation of referees claimed that the Aggies' long
interwas
the
to
line
yard
fifteen
pass
race. The idea in back of these changes
Maine Football Team Expects
booths for the fraternities, a rotation
system of allotment was decided upon fered with by a Maine man. Although Hard Battle from New Hampshire is that a man is to be regarded as part
and will be in effect at the first dance , they were given the extra yardage. they
of a team, not as an individual particiheld. There w as some discussion of the ' failed to click the few yards to the goal Jack Moran. and Mun Romansky will
pating more or less for himself. These
restricting of the' numbers attending the I line.
constitute the first string backfield.
will probably result in an inchanges
Maine's cheering section was in better
various dances. It was decided that the
The probable lineup will include the
creased number 44 men trying ..ut for
organizati..11 running the dance should be form, and is expected to excel itself
following additional men: Ralph Davis,
next week when the State Series opens.
the .mes to decide.
the sports. Heretofore, the letter re,f Wellesley, at guard, who has been
quirements have been for cross-country
playing the best football of his four
that a man place in the first five in a
sears; Ray Smith. end; and Lester Fickdual meet or in the first 50 in an interco. center.
c.dlegiate meet. In relay- a man had to
wMning team before
•
The Kenyon-Brice outfit will leave he a member
Oron.i on Friday bit- Portland and will he was awarded his letter. It a ill readbe taken by- bus to Durham, Saturday ily be seen that the new requirements
in.rning. They will return the same are much easier of fulfillment. The reevening
Portland t" c.nnplete the re- sult ought to be that more men will be!turn trip.
come interested in the sports mentioned.
Here's the place to get the finest
pop corn you ever tasted . . . .

MAINE

BA Ne4011

Support

The University Store Co.

try some!

PARK'S VARIETY

For your convenience this
store will remain open Saturday afternoons until five
o'clock.

MILE ST.

a

DON'T MISS THIS
JIMMY PALEY'S BM

•

Andrews Music House Co.

WHOOPEE PARTY

PIANOS, MUSIC, VICTOR RECORDS, RADIO
Musical Merchandise, Strings, etc.

Come out and rat-el for a good time - The biggest dance event of the Fall Season

•• •• says U. S. report
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may call it toe itch. golf
itch—the "doe" mav tall it
. of people
who catch it. call it
Foot"— Ion all of them Er the
ringworm parasite.
same.
name,
tinea tricheephpeen
cause. that redness between the
toes with i-I-.
blisters or a thick. moist skin
Intim' ma, be another sv
tom. Again dr% Hess, with little
scales. a signal.

•
suffer from it at s
says the U.S. Pliblie 11,•.41111
Service. In uni‘er-iiie. a- far
apart a- Penn., ania and Cali-

the iiirii haii. it.

And the co-ed. are not immune
either.
It lurks itt the %yrs !daces

where we all go for I leatilines.
and health —on the edges of
•vs minting jso.iii and -looser.—
in pnina.iums—iin loi Ler- and
(Ires-ing.room floor, 11

6 years with the Boston Symphony and 10 years assistant concertmaster
in the Metropolitan Grand Opera in New York.

BANGOR BOOP-A-DOOPS

tilt.III

Will teach violin once a week in Orono. Class lessons.

Write for circulars
62 High Street

511(1

re al lug stuff
keep y °Ur Hi

Tel. 4749, Bangor, Maine

ears clean, in
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Ilpsorbitie .Jr. kills the
DANCE PROGRAMS

BACON PRINTING CO.

%TULE:11:S FOOT"
•

in a fa

•

have

. New York
rev eali•4I

I nterschola
And I)

Producers of Fiose Printing

that

22

flesh1;k.. ti- nes ileeplv :“..1 that

ST ATF ST., 55'0.4.W

M.

%lb...rhino Jr. IWnetrate.
licroverit isetietr.r.

"At least half of all

fornia 51% of

this fungus parasite infects and
reittlects bare feet almost any
time they come in contact with
damp floors.

Walter Habenicht

FEATURING THE

ringwiirm

5.
I

•

.11.15

F. W. SPENCER
Coal, Wood, Ice, Grain and Feed

grEM.

It might nut be a bail idea to

yener fu•ct ii might. At
the first si;pii of the 'options
mentioned here. douse on

examine

•
a

floors. At all druggists — $1.25.
A . F. Young. Inc.. Springfield,

"lot.'

16 MUSICIANS & ENTERTAINERS

modern sanitation i‘..11 11.1% 4• to
boil so.
15 minutes to kill it)

i•lvery line we show has been proven by actual experience to be
the best equipment for hunters obtainable. Conic in and look

around—glad to have you—glad to help you.

CHATEAU BALLROOM Bangor
Tuesday Evening - OCT_ 21

Absorbine
FOR liLARS HAS RELIEVED SORE
MUSCLES, NU SWAB ACHES, RIWISEL
BURNS, CUTS, SPRAINS, ABRASIONS

HUNTER'S
SUPPLIES

The largest and greatest aggregation of Bangor musicians ever
assembled together for a dance orchestra

Massachusetts.

•••••
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